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Ubifrance
UBIFRANCE, the French agency for international business developement,
comes under the aegis of France’s Ministry for the Economy, Finance &
Industry. With 65 Trade Commissions in 46 countries, UBIFRANCE offers a
comprehensive range of products and services aimed at accompanying Frenchbased companies in their development on export markets :
• knowledge-based products and services, from business information to
consultancy and monitoring services, in order to help companies elaborate a
strategy for international expansion
• promotional operations in order to foster partnerships with companies outside
France
Contact : shanghai@ubifrance.fr
Amplitude Systèmes
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Amplitude Systemes, located near Bordeaux, France, develops and
manufactures diode-pumped ultrafast solid-state lasers for scientific and
industrial applications. Together with its sister company Amplitude
Technologies, it is the only company which offers all ultrafast laser technologies
available today, from industrial fiber lasers to high energy Petawatt class
Ti:Sapphire lasers.
Amplitude Technologies
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Amplitude Technologies is the world leader in the field of ultra-high energy
Ti:Sapphire ultrafast lasers.
It provides the only commercial system with peak power in excess of 200 TW,
with guaranteed specifications
3SPGroup
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3SPGroup is a leading provider of innovative optical products and solutions for
Telecom, Laser, Sensor, Industrial, and Defense markets.
The Group designs, manufactures, and markets high reliability active & passive
optical components and modules for the telecom, industrial, security and
defense, medical and R&D applications. It develops ultra-reliable fiber-optic
systems including high-power fused components, OFS (Optical Fiber Sensors),
fiber laser components and a complete range of 1.0 µm, 1.5 µm and 2.0 µm
fiber lasers and amplifiers.
LASER CHEVAL
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LASER CHEVAL has specialized for over 30 years in the conception and
realization of laser micro-machining systems. Our facilities offer feasibility
studies, development of motion-control software, trainings, maintenance and a
subcontracting department.
PHOTONICS BRETAGNE
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Photonics Bretagne is a high performing cluster of research centers, schools
and companies all in the field of photonics in Bretagne (west of France). Our
mission is to bring together expertise and experience of our members to create
value for every involved organization and partner.
EOLITE SYSTEMS
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EOLITE SYSTEMS designs and manufactures innovative high repetition rate
fiber lasers based on a new generation of fiber: Ns pulsed lasers IR up to 300W,
Green 100W and UV14W at repetition rate up to 200 kHz. Ps pulsed lasers IR
up to 50W, Green 30W and UV15W at repetition rate between 200 kHz and 80
MHz. Those lasers are used for: Photovoltaics, LED, FPD & Microelectronic
manufacturing.

QUANTEL
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Quantel, leader in solid-state lasers offers high energy Q-Switched solid-state
lasers dedicated to high level research laboratories. Quantel also proposes a
line of pulsed fiber lasers for industrial marking.

KEOPSYS
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KEOPSYS develops fiber lasers and high power optical amplifiers, continuous
or pulsed to be integrated into measurement systems or transmission systems
IXFIBER
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iXFiber is a leading independent manufacturer of active and passive specialty
optical fibers, components based on Fiber Bragg Gratings technology, and
subassemblies modules for a diverse range of industries : Telecom, Sensing,
Defense, Space, Fiber Laser, Harsh Environment (radiation) qualified products.
Terrestrial and Space applications. iXFiber is an iso 9001 : 2000 certified
company.
Our main products are : Rare earth doped fibers, Double clad fibers for fiber
laser application, PM Gyroscope fibers for terrestrial and space application,
Polarization Maintaining fibers (PM fibers), Photosensitive fibers, Custom design
fibers, Preforms, Fiber Bragg Gratings and Long Period Gratings for sensor
application, Fibers subassemblies.
TEEM PHOTONICS
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Teem Photonics is the world leader in passively Q-switched microlasers for
industrial use. Teem Photonics develops customized ion-exchange integrated
optics for advanced systems and applications.

Imagine Optic
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Imagine Optic is one of the world’s leading providers of Shack-Hartmann
wavefront sensing hardware and software, adaptive optics technologies and
professional services in applied optics.
Phasics
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PhasicsTM is specialized in high resolution wavefront sensing with a strong
expertise in metrology and unique products based on patented wavefront
technology offering a full range of high performance sensors and devices.
IVEA
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IVEA develops new type of analysers by LIBS (Laser Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy) to know instantly the elemental composition of any materials in
situations or environments in which the analysis was impractical or impossible.

La Route des Lasers
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The ALPhA association - Aquitaine Lasers Photonique & Applications and La
Route des Lasers gather companies and research and training centers in optics
and lasers with the support of 2ADI, Aquitaine’s regional development agency.
Pythagore
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Pythagore is the first French cluster of the optics in China. Within a professional
platform, about fifteen French companies of the sectors of the optics and the

photonics gather their skills in Shanghai to set up on the Chinese market.
Pythagore supports their setting-up and develops strategies of partnerships, as
much at the level of institutional French (Chamber of commerce and industry of
the Essonne, Coface, AFOP, Oséo, Ubifrance, SFO, La Routes des Lasers…)
that institutional Chinese (Chinese Chamber of Commerce , government of the
district of Yangpu, Ministry of the sciences and the technologies, University of
Fudan - optical department…)

